Introduction
The man in the subway wore big glasses, brown trousers and a beige coat. He had donned a surgical mask. But then a lot of people wear masks in Japan during the hayfever season. The witnesses agreed that he boarded the eight-car B711T train on Tokyo's Hibiya line when it originated at 8 a.m. at the Nakarneguro station. The masked man found a seat and, according to a witness quoted anonymously by the Tokyo media, almost immediately began fiddling with a foot-long rectangular object wrapped in newspapers.
At the next stop he set the package on the floor and strode abruptly fiom the train. By then, said a witness, a moist spot had appeared on the wrapping paper.
Michael Kennedy, an Irishman working in Tokyo, boarded the train at Roppongi station and noted that the spot had turned into a "pool of oily water on the floor. I noticed this quite offensive smell that I can't really describe." Others smelled it too and edged away. Within ten minutes commuters began to panic. Says Matthias Vukovich, an
Austrian student who was in the car, "Everyone just ran of& and I didn't know what was going on. Someone yelled, 'It's gas! "' Vukovich then glimpsed at the puddle, his eyes and head now beginning to hurt. Next to the puddle sat an immobile old man, Shunkichi Watanabe, a retired cobbler. He was already dying.
"I saw several dozen people on the platform who had either collapsed or were on their knees unable to stand up," recalls Nobuo Serizawa, a photographer. "One man was thrashing around on the floor like a fish out of water." Those who could still walk staggered up three flights of stairs to the fkesh outdoor air. Some vomited; others lay rigid.
Within a halfhour, similar episodes were taking place at five other subway stops on three different lines. Police were herding thousands to hospitals where doctors administered atropine, a chemical agent antidote. The thousands of surviving victims of the gas attack were understandably bewildered. Kiyo Arai, a 22-year-old government employee who was stricken at the Kodenrnacho station, said, "We're just innocent ordinary people. It frightens me to think how vulnerable we are."
It was not by coincidence either that the three trains targeted were those that converge on Kasurnigaseki, the hub for top government offices, including the national police. Atsuyuki Sassa, former director general of the Cabinet Security A.f-Fairs Office, said, "This is a declaration of war against the Japanese government. " 20 March 1995 marked the first time that a weapon of mass destruction was used to terrorize an urban center. Five members of the bizarre religious cult Awn Shinrikyo (Supreme Truth) released poisonous sarin gas in the heart of Tokyo's subway system, killing twelve commuters and injuring over 5,000 others. Until the offenders were apprehended, Tokyo's 30 d o n residents remained terrified, especially when they had to board a train, subway or bus. When they did, they eyed fellow passengers warily, anguishing at the sight of a suspicious package or unusual odor.
This act of modern terrorism could just as easily have taken place in New York
City as in Tokyo. London, Paris, Rome, Frankfurt -no place in the world is completely immune to similar acts of devastation. Likewise, Americans both at home and abroad are no less vulnerable to terrorism than are the citizens of any other country.
Regrettably, current U.S. strategy for combatting terrorism, both for deterrence and for response, falls woehlly short of the task. It places heavy emphasis on diplomacy, economic sanctions, and rule-of-law activities -all of which place minimal pressure on terrorists and the countries that sponsor them. Attempting to discredit terrorists globally, the U.S. labels terrorism a simple act of crime and fights it largely with law enforcement and intelligence agencies. We fail to recognize terrorists for what they have really become: organized and sophisticated, highly trained paramilitary units which are in effect conducting offensive warfare against the very nations and societies they target. To effectively combat international terrorism and to protect American lives, the United States must recognize terrorism for what it is. We must adopt a national strategy that "declares war" on terrorism and that commits the U.S. military overseas, as a matter of policy, to oppose terrorists and their sponsors as it would oppose any adversary in a state of armed conflict.
There are times when America and only America can make a difference between war and peace.. . Nowhere is that responsibility more clear or more urgent than in the struggle against terrorism.. . This will be a long, hard struggle.. . There will be setbacks along the way.
But just as no enemy could drive us fiom the fight to meet our challenges and protect our values in World War I1 and the Cold War, we will not be driven fiom the fight against terrorism today.. .
Terrorism is the enemy of our generation, and we must prevail.
President Bill Clinton
President Clinton has stated repeatedly that combatting terrorism, both internationally and domestically, is a critical priority of his administration. Although terrorism kills or injures relatively few people compared with other forms of violence, it inflicts an inordinate psychological, political, and economic toll. "Its random quality, the fact that it strikes without warning, the fact that it preys upon innocent victims, gives it a particularly evil quality. It increases our collective sense of fear and vulnerability.. . terrorism is a powerfid, yet low-cost political weapon. It's also used for strategic purposes -to bring down governments.. . and to turn back political, social, and economic change."
The motivation that triggers terrorism has changed fiom ideology and separatism in the 1960s, 70s and 80s to ethnic intolerance and religious fanaticism in the 1990s.
Today's motives more easily lead to atrocities. Terrorism has become bloodier.
Assailants now rely more on car and truck bomb detonations. There have been 165 such attacks since the World Trade Center bombing in 1993 -all calculated to kill massively.
It is in the interests of Americans everywhere that the United States establish an aggressive, unwavering national strategy against the evils of terrorism.
To defend the argument for a new counterterrorist strategy, this study will consider several related issues: or territory of more than one country. Since international terrorism has a direct impact on U.S. interests, this study focuses on it.
A terrorist group is any group practicing terrorism, or having significant subgroups that practice international terrorism.
A noncombatant is a person neither engaged in nor preparing to engage in combat. Personnel performing police or law enforcement duties as well as personnel assigned to peacekeepinghumanitarian missions are generally considered noncombatants.
A terrorist act is the use of force, violence, or intimidation to achieve terrorists' political ends when hostilities do not exist.
Antiterrorism calls for defensive measures to reduce the vulnerability of individuals or property to terrorism Counterterrorism initiates offensive measures to deter, prevent, and respond to terrorism
Statistics and Recent History
The total number of international terrorist acts rose in 1995 fiom 322 to 440, but fewer of these acts resulted in deaths than in 1994. The number of deaths declined fiom 3 14 in 1994 to 165 in 1995. However the number of people wounded increased ten-fold to 6,291; 5,500 of these were injured in the Aum Shinrikyo gas attack in the Tokyo In addition to the nine American deaths previously cited, a U.S. tourist was murdered in Cambodia by the Khmer Rouge, a US. citizen was killed in a suicide attack on an Israeli bus in Gaza, and another died in another bus attack in Jerusalem.
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In June 1996, terrorists bombed Khobar Towers, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, a facility housing U.S. and allied forces supporting Operation Southern Watch. There were 19 fatalities and approximately 500 wounded.
In December 1996,25 rebels fiom the Tupac Arnaru Revolutionary Movement stormed the residential compound of the Japanese ambassador to Peru. Over 600 guests, including six Americans and ambassadors fiom eleven countries, were taken hostage as leverage for a list of demands. The volume of hostages, the prominence of the prisoners, and the fact that the siege took place on the soil of a foreign embassy render this incident as possibly the boldest act of terrorist hostage-taking in history.
The accounts above cite only those terrorist events occurring in the recent past. Tehran in 1979, to name a few. Clearly, the United States is no less vulnerable to terrorism today, abroad or domestically, than it was fifteen years ago. In fact, many argue that the new world "disorder", caused by the dissolution of the Soviet Union and, in turn, the breakdown of global bipolar stability, may have put U.S. citizens at greater risk today than ever before to the threat of terrorism. As the sole surviving superpower, the United States is blamed for the world's problems -blamed for not solving them, blamed when it tries to, and blamed when its solutions do not satisfl everyone. As the price we pay for our perceived affluence, influence and involvement in world affairs, American citizens today have become the preferred targets of terrorists.
Stephen Sloan has aptly described the emergence of this strategic threat:
"Terrorism may come to the United States whenever foreign adversaries want to test Washington's resolve in continuing its support for activities of the United Nations and Iiiendly governments. Given the lack of coherence in the international environment and
[our] low threshold of pain in the taking of American casualties in ill-defined conflicts.. .one must recognize that hture acts of terrorism, i f s W y executed, might have a strategic result."
Current U.S. Policy
The current 1995 national military strategy, A Strategy of Flexible and Selective Engagement, places only slight emphasis on counterterrorism. In rather vague, general terms, our entire military strategy on terrorism is stated in one sentence: "We will also act both unilaterally and in concert with security partners to fight international terrorism"
In February 1996, the White House published A National Security Stratee of I Engagement and Enlargement. The section entitled "Combatting Terrorism7' begins by addressing the need for specialized units to defeat terrorist groups. It stipulates that '%om time to time, we might also find it necessary to strike terrorists at their bases abroad or to attack assets valued by the governments that support them".9 The thrust of the current U.S. strategy, however, focuses on the following main points:
Make no concessions to terrorists.
Continue to pressure state sponsors of terrorism Fully exploit all available legal mechanisms to punish international terrorists.
Help other governments improve their capabilities to combat terrorism.
Ensure close, day-to-day coordination among Executive Branch agencies:
Departments of State, Defense, and Justice; the FBI; and CIA.
Integrate intelligence, diplomatic, and rule-of-law activities.
Cooperate with other governments and international counterterrorist organizations.
Additionally, in 1995 and early 1996, the Clinton administration, with Congressional ratification, enacted legislation designed to further enhance U.S. efforts to combat international terrorism. In particular, this legislation:
Provides broad new Federal jurisdiction to prosecute anyone who commits a terrorist act in the U.S. or who uses the US. as a planning ground for attacks abroad.
Bans fundraising in the U.S. that supports terrorist organizations.
Allows U.S. officials to deport terrorists fiom American soil and to bar terrorists fiom entering the U.S. in the first place.
Increases controls over biological and chemical weapons.
Toughens penalties over a range of terrorist crimes.
Bans the sale of defense goods and services to countries determined not to be cooperating fully with U. S. antiterrorism efforts.
Current collective U.S. strategy to combat terrorism cited above has come a long way under this Administration. Such ongoing initiatives may even keep America in the forefront of the international effort. But, in reality, does America's "tough guy" rhetoric about terrorism have any impact whatsoever on the zealot freedom-fighter who is often willing to lay down his life, and to take the lives of innocent American citizens, in order to advance his political aims and religious ideals?
Terrorism: Act of Crime? Current U.S. policy treats international terrorism as a pure act of crime -not to be condoned or excused for political reasons. Consequently, terrorists are treated as ordinary criminals, not combatants. They are dealt with fiom a civil police perspective.
The goal is to deter terrorists by managing them successfidy through arrest, prosecution, and imprisonment. This approach is heavily dependent upon international consensus and the cooperation of other nations, especially in the application of extradition treaties.
Using this approach, President Clinton was able to secure the arrest and extradition in 1995 of Ramzi Ahrned Yousef and three members of his gang as suspects in the 1993 World Trade Center bombing. But this is merely one isolated success story.
Apprehension of terrorist suspects using diplomacy and rule-of-law pursuits abroad is routinely hitless. In many cases terrorists have gone to ground, protected either by elaborate early warning intelligence nets or by strong-armed threats and pay-offs directed at local officials. In other cases, terrorists enjoy the sheltered safehaven of a sponsoring sovereign in such nations as Iran, Iraq, Libya, Sudan, Syria, Cuba, and North Korea.
These governments are widely considered to support, train, supply, and shelter terrorist groups for their own foreign policy pursuits. They would certainly be reluctant to cooperate with another country's law enforcement efforts to counter terrorism.
In 1995, the number of individual and group-sponsored terrorist acts exceeded the number of state-sponsored terrorist acts. Many of these terrorists claimed to act for Islam and operated more than ever on a global scale. International cooperation in support of U.S. policy against transnational groups who relocate fiequently and who do not align with any one sovereign is quite unlikely. These transnational terrorists benefit fiom modern communications and transportation, have world-wide sources of funding, are expert at modern explosives and weapons, and are more dficult to track than members of the old established, state-sponsored regimes. Many of these transnational terrorists were trained in militant camps in Afghanistan or are veterans of the Afghan war.'' Their scope, objectives, philosophy, tactics, and techniques hardly stop at, nor do they closely resemble, mere acts of international crime.
The Terrorists Are at War
Accordingly, there is increasing reason for U.S. officials to regard terrorism not as a common crime, but as a form of warfare. As the director of the task force assigned by the Secretary of Defense to investigate the Khobar Towers terrorist bombing , U.S.
Army General (Retired) Wayne A. Downing addressed this issue in his executive summary. Since American military forces are superior to all others in the world, he is convinced that some enemies are waging war against us asymmetrically because they cannot challenge our forces directly. Terrorism is a way to level the playing field, so to speak, in order to allow a small organization to kdict its will on and advance its goals against a much more formidable power.
Some of these enemies believe that our greatest vulnerability is American intolerance for casualties in the pursuit of objectives that do not have an apparent direct link to vital national objectives. A small number of potential enemies have selected terror as a faceless, low-risk, high pay-off strategy that the U.S.' political system finds difficult to counter. Terrorism then is a form of warfare. Sometimes labeled the "weapon of the weak," it is nevertheless a powerful strategy. It provides our opponents a force projection capability that far exceeds their conventional military means. If this nation proves incapable of responding to terrorism, it [terrorism] will continue to be a threat to the United States.
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Terrorists enjoy the advantage of being able to take the initiative in the timing and choice of their targets. They are increasingly mobile and technically sophisticated. To thwart terrorists, a nation needs every available edge to protect its citizens fiom these random acts of violence directed at noncombatants. Unfortunately, current U.S. policy does not provide the greatest possible advantage; it falls short as both an effective deterrent and as a credible response to international terrorism directed against American interests, both at home and abroad.
As a U.S. Army Special Forces officer who has served in counterterrorist units for over eight years, I believe that this great country must reexamine its approach to a growing threat that requires much more than a law enforcement policy. Just as the terrorist believes he is at war with the United States, so too must the U.S. "declare war" on terrorism. We must stop playing petty games and acknowledge the terrorist for who he is: a freedom fighter; a paramilitary soldier engaged in all out war against what he considers the forces of evil. It is time to desist from labeling terrorism a crime only and treat it for what it is.. .an act of war. The sooner we do this as a country, the sooner we will be able to respond effectively to the threat on our citizenry and on our economic interests.
Future Trends of Terrorism
Terrorism against Americans and American interests, at home and abroad, shows no sign of decline as we enter the 21' century. As a form of political violence, terrorism remains a cheap, quick, and highly successhl means for achieving limited objectives.
Terrorism persists as the attention-grabbing option of choice for right-wing fanatics, religious fanatics, and for those involved in ethnic and tribal conflict. W e no one will challenge the U.S. on the conventional battlefield in the foreseeable future, terrorist acts will be the preferred method of expressing hostility toward the remaining superpower.
As mentioned, ideology is no longer the terrorists' driving force; ethnic hatred and religious fanaticism are. The universal availability of weapons, explosives and technologically sophisticated timing and triggering devices, along with global communications technology, expand the terrorists' formidable arsenal.
Car bombings such as at the World Trade Center, the Marine barracks in Beirut, and Khobar Towers will continue to be the favored terrorist weapon. Dynamite and old forms of explosives have been replaced by the more destructive and concealable Semtex.
Car bombing is an unobtrusive tactic. It has the potential to cause extensive property damage and inflict mass casualties; it has the greatest shock effect and readily draws worldwide attention, even acclaim fi-om those who loathe the U. s . '~ Likewise, terrorists' employment of stand-off weapons like the American Stinger, the M-72 LAW, and the Russian SA-7 and RPG-7 hand-held anti-aircraft and anti-tank missiles have become more prevalent than ever.
A growing concern, especially after the precedent-setting gas attack in the Tokyo subway, is that terrorists will cross the threshold and employ weapons of mass destruction. The disintegration of the Soviet Union has led to a shake-up of its scientific establishment, widespread corruption, and growing organized crime. The current black market trade in weapon-grade plutonium and the attendant technology render nuclear terrorism a possible scenario. It can range fiom dispensing radioactive material in an area to cause contamination to the actual construction and possible detonation of a small, but very lethal, atomic bomb.
Terrorists now have access to biological agents which can contaminate a city's water supply. The stage for fbture chemical attacks has already been set by Aum Shmdcyo, which targeted the very vulnerable city subway system to dispense an easilyproduced nerve agent. 
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Terrorists will continue to rely on the world media to help spread their message of instantaneous fear and intimidation. Through this vehicle, terrorists can successfidy manipulate what may often be their ultimate target: public opinion.
Recommendation: A New National Strategy
The terrorist threat to Americans is greater and stronger than the power of mere economic sanctions, trade restrictions, and coercive diplomacy are to deter it. U.S. national security strategy acknowledges the necessity to strike terrorists at their bases abroad and to attack assets valued by the governments that support them. It is time for the Department of Defense to actualize this provision by convincing Congress that it must expand the military's role in combatting terrorism abroad.
As a rule, the United States has been reluctant to retaliate with force; it has done so on very few occasions. The bombing raid on Libya in 1986 and the 1993 cruise missile attack on Iraq's intelligence service headquarters after an assassination plot against former President Bush are two rare examples. But with the rate of terrorism against American citizens recently on the rise and international terrorism increasingly coming to American soil, it is time for the U.S. to take a tougher stand.' The United States must "declare war" on terrorism and add an unprecedented dimension to its existing counterterrorist policy. We need a new national strategy that incorporates the military in a pro-active, aggressive response role as a means to effectively combat terrorism Using military force always creates controversy in the U.S.. Democratic societies find it problematical to use force, because nations founded on the rules of law have a natural tendency to resolve international problems by diplomacy and legal recourse.
However, the threat posed by international terrorism is so serious today that the likely victim is lefl with no other option but the judicious use of force in order to protect its moral order and values, as well as its citizens' lives.
Pro-active measures should stipulate three levels of response: reprisal, preemption, and retribution. All three are measures short of war, although each is applicable in the context of general warfare. All three forms of response have legal justification under Article 51 of the UN Charter, which reserves to nations the inherent right to selfdefense.I4 Terrorism invites a response commensurate with the levels of perceived, projected, or actual threat. The United States should not be afraid to apply force to protect its interests, citizens, and property while still attempting to find peacehl, longterm solutions to the threat of terrorism.
Reprisal.
Reprisal is "a coercive measure directed by a state against another state in response to or in retaliation for illegal acts of the latter for the purpose of obtaining , either directly or indirectly, reparation or satisfaction of the illegal act". l5 A response, whether a low signature operation, a surgical military assault, or the projection of power by air attack and full scale military intervention, executed swiftly and decisively, must be proportionate to the initial offense if the response is to achieve its I l l value. Reprisals must be announced internationally to serve as an effective deterrent to future attacks. A "secret reprisal" is no reprisal at all.
Pre-em ption. "Pre-emption entails strdung in advance of hostile action to prevent its occurrence." l6 A demonstrable national will and capability to pre-empt a terrorist faction will certainly have a deterrent effect over the long run. This form of response relies exclusively upon irrefutable intelligence.
Unless the state in which the terrorists are located can be persuaded to deal with the problem by its own credible means, pre-emptive force will undoubtedly involve violating another nation's sovereignty. But a potential victim nation such as the U.S. cannot waste time leaving itself vulnerable while waiting for the host nation to take appropriate action. It must strike to eliminate the threat. The pre-emptive response must be highly discriminative, with clearly defined objectives. It must be able to stand the test of international analysis and criticism. Further, the "right of pre-emptive strikes" could be diplomatically established, thereby precluding the issue of national sovereignty.
Retribution. "Retribution represents action specifically aligned to the eventual destruction of the militant organization." l7 It turns the terrorist into the hunted and denies his initiative and freedom of movement. This response, designed to target with precision accuracy the actual terrorist (rather than bombing a populated village under the reprisal option), will convince organizations considering future terrorist activities that they will be relentlessly pursued and punished.
Legal Justification
It is not always easy to discern legal ways for using armed force abroad to deal with terrorism and its state sponsors and supporters. The United Nations Charter system, however, provides guidelines regarding the legitimate use of force today. Article 5 1 states:
Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective self-defense if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the United Nations, until the Security Council has taken measures necessary to maintain international peace and security. Measures taken by Members in the exercise of this right of self-defense shall be immediately reported to the Security Council and shall not in any way affect the authority and responsibility of the Security Council under the present Charter to take at any time such action as it deems necessary in order to maintain or restore international peace and Another legal aspect that must be addressed is the issue of "declaring war" against terrorists. In this study, "declaring war" has been used as a figure of speech designed to describe the resolve America must assume if it hopes to effectively combat terrorism. "Armed conflict", not declared war, is the actual response category and legal term to be considered in this approach. Armed conflict, falling between peacetime crisis and all-out war, is specified by the 1907 Hague Regulations, the 1925 Geneva Gas Protocol and the 1949 Geneva Conventions. Addressing terrorism in the context of armed conflict, the U.S. thereby acknowledges terrorism as a mode of warfare and further emphasizes the seriousness of terrorism to U.S. national security.
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The law of armed conflict does not grant terrorists POW status. Instead it condemns them as unlawful combatants in six areas:
The law of armed conflict unconditionally bans terrorism, irrespective of the justness of the terrorist's cause.
Civilians and civilian objects are protected by Geneva Convention IV.
The law of armed conflict prohibits the taking of civilian hostages.
The law of armed conflict provides a standard of treatment for prisoners.
Killing hostages, a fiequent terrorist act, is prohibited.
The law of armed conflict forbids the use of weapons, projectiles, and materials that cause unnecessary suffering.
The law of armed conflict also prohibits the unlaw-fbl use of a l a h l weapon.
Every life a terrorist takes constitutes an unlaw-fbl act.
Applying the law of armed conflict to international terrorism will not decriminalize terrorism, nor will it give terrorists the status of privileged combatants. In fact, it adds to the arsenal for dealing with terrorism. It authorizes armed reprisal, which is not permitted in a peacetime context. It justifies the use of armed force. And combatting terrorism in the context of an armed conflict assists in developing military 21 tactics, techniques, and procedures. Escalating power to the level of "armed conflict" would also serve to heighten the awareness and the support of the American people for a more aggressive and effective response to terrorism.
Conclusion
The Achilles heel of the world's only superpower is international terrorism.
Today's terrorist knows all too well how to capitalize on America's cultural vulnerability to the death of its innocent citizens in an ill-defined conflict. Today's terrorist also knows that America's democratic ideals and reluctance to respond with force are weaknesses in its capability of dealing with terrorism. How many innocent lives must be lost before the U.S breaks out of this hapless paradigm and adopts a new counterterrorist strategy? Can we afford to stand by complacently as some international terrorist group, state-sponsored or not, plans a Tokyo-like nerve gas attack on the New York subway system? The time has come to heed the urgent warnings of such analysts as Caleb Carr:
We live in a world in which many powerful terrorist groups consider themselves at war with the United States and have no goal more specific than America's destruction. In such a world, America can no longer say simply that it will never give in to terrorism, because terrorism is no longer holding a gun to American heads and seeking compliant behavior -it is fjitvlg that gun without warning or ultimatums.22
To effectively fight terrorism, the United States must modifL its current policy of combatting terrorism solely by means of the law enforcement approach. Our current policy leaves prosecution and punishment of terrorists primarily to the domestic legal systems of nation states. Successfd execution of this policy is largely dependent on the cooperation of other countries. Many countries will not or cannot apprehend terrorists within their borders, and the extradition process is uncertain at best. The U.S. must rise to the next level and assume "a state of armed conflict" in dealing with terrorism. This escalation is a national strategy that employs the military as a matter of course, to be used pro-actively in accordance with provisions of the UN Charter. Rule-of-law, diplomacy, and sanctions achieve only a limited end. Waging aggressive war against terrorists, treating them as enemies of the state (which indeed they &) is the only way to defeat them Reprisal, retribution, and pre-emption -employed according to the criteria for the use of force in a self-defense role -are ideal ways to employ the military against an often fanatical adversary who only responds to force. The country already has the resources : specialized military units, a trained conventional military, intelligence systems, and the latest technology. What it needs is the resolve of the American public, the consensus of Congress, and the cooperation of the international community in the execution of a more pro-active policy. This new strategy would then serve the goal of an increased level of protection for United States' interests from international terrorism, both at home and abroad, achieved by pro-active operating procedures and an effective deterrence.
Harry Summers has sounded the battle cry: "Declaring war is a serious step." But he correctly infers that "war has already been declared -by the terrorists. We can either pretend that it hasn't or we can respond in kind."23 This strategic research project shows how the United States can and should respond in kind.
